
print documents

labelling

courier service labelling

inventory

orders stock

limits

warehouse address

contract minim monthly value 

weight and prices
 € 2.63 
 € 2.89 
 € 3.15 

 € 3.84 
 € 4.17 
 € 4.49 

 € 3.90 
 € 4.43 
 € 4.49 

DELIVERY SERVICE in HUNGARY  ( transit time 2-3 days )

0.1- 1 KG Cash Collet on Delivery  € 1.00 
1.1- 2 KG Additional Insurance

FULFILLMENT SERVICE ROMANIA

storage

0.8 eur/ order

pallets 

for 2 pallets ( 2 CBM ) free of charge

reception
numerical only ( count the pieces)

optical with quality check ( verify every product unit)

max. product category in stock

packing
material for packing (flyer/ punch)

customized packaging can be purchased upon request on client cost

The Fulfillment service aims to optimize the costs and logistic operations of small online businesses. Thus, our company will take care of taking orders, packing 
them, preparing them for delivery as well as managing returns for a new delivery.

DELIVERY SERVICE  in ROMANIA ( transit time 1 day )

Cash Collet on Delivery
Additional Insurance 1%

0.19 €/order

0.25 €/day/pallet

150 €

0,10 €/orderinvoices, instructions, manual or any other printed materials

0.08 €/pcsbarcode, translation, expiration date labels  or other requested labels

free of charge

55 €

awb/ address

2 inventory / year are free of charge 

Bucharest RO or Ilfov Tunari RO based on your porduct category

max. dimension or weight for one  product or stock unit

minim value invoiced / month

0.08 €/pcs

0.10 €/product

max. 50 sku 

40/30/30 cm - 5 kg

Additional Insurance
0.1- 1 KG 
1.1- 2 KG 
2.1- 3 KG Return 

Cash Collet on Delivery

DELIVERY SERVICE in BULGARIA  ( transit time 2 days )

Return same as delivery

 € 1.00 0.1- 1 KG 
1.1- 2 KG 
2.1- 3 KG 

1%
same as delivery2.1- 3 KG Return 

The Delivery Service can be chosen by the beneficiary depending on the business model, thus being able to contract a single delivery service or several, allowing the 
end customer both an economic national and international delivery, as well as an international express delivery. The service is made available through partner or 

subcontracted networks, achieving a cheap, efficient and safe delivery. All services benefit from placing orders online, track and trace and are subject to the legislation 
in force in the country of origin or destination, as well as the general transport conditions of our company. Our company has the possibility of deliveries anywhere in 

Europe or the world both cheaply and safely through the POSTAL INTERNATIONAL service and quickly through the AIR EXPRESS service.

same as delivery

 € 1.00 
1%


